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K nowing yourself and therefore when and how to 
kick for the finish is one thing (see Swim Plus p.58 
to 60) – having the fitness, mental strength and 
experience to implement it is another. Training 

at and around your CSS pace and experimenting with pace 
changes, sprints and surges will help you learn how it feels 
and what you’re capable of. It will also build your strength and 
fitness and give you more confidence in a racing situation. The 
following training session and progression suggestions have 
been designed to help you finish fast, whether you’re a short, 
medium or long distance open water swimmer.

Training sets to develop
a strong finish from 

Swim Smooth certified
coach Fiona Ford

TRAINING
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SHORT DISTANCE (FOR THOSE RACING 750m TO 1600m)

Warm up:  200-400m FS, easy
Build: 8 x 25m FS, increasing demand from below to above CSS. 
Swim the first length easier than CSS pace, second and third lengths 
at CSS pace, fourth length faster than CSS pace then repeat. Aim to 
differentiate the below, at and above CSS efforts by 3-5 seconds per 
length. 10s rest after each 25m
Main set: 100m FS at CSS pace +10s rest.
200m FS at CSS pace +15s. Swim the last 25m above CSS and sprint 
to finish. Work on powerfully engaging the leg kick from the hips, 
toes pointed, knees straight.
300m FS below CSS pace, aerobic effort +15s.
400m FS pull at CSS + 30s. On the last 50m build your effort to 
maintain a sustained strong above-CSS pace. Aim to increase your 
stroke rate rhythm on the last 50m but try not to kick with the pull buoy.
300m FS below CSS pace, aerobic effort +15s.
200m FS at CSS pace +15s. Do the final 25m above CSS and sprint 

to finish. Check your head position is looking straight down, not 
forwards, on the final sprint effort.

100m FS at CSS pace +10s.
Cool down: 200m easy, with fins optional. 

Include some backstroke to stretch out after 
this session.
Total:  2400m 

PROGRESSION IDEAS

Maintain short recoveries on the main set as this is key to  
conditioning your “diesel” engine and developing aerobic capacity, 
strength and endurance. 
If you deduce from your 400m and 200m CSS test that you are more 
of a “petrol” engine due to the high rate of pace drop-off, complete the 
main set at CSS pace. Include a short, hard sprint effort on each of the 
efforts (100-400m) of 15-25m. 
If you identify you’re more of a diesel engine, by way of consistent 
pacing on the CSS test and little or no drop-off on your paced efforts, 
swim the main set with the below and at CSS efforts, increasing the 
distances of the above CSS efforts from 25-50m to 75-100m. Swim the 
above CSS efforts as a gradual build in pace to sustain a strong, fast 
effort for a greater duration.

EXCEL

MEDIUM DISTANCE  (3km TO 5km)

Warm up:  400m FS, easy
Build:  8 x 50m FS, increasing demand from below to above CSS. 
Swim the first 50m easier than CSS pace, second and third 50m 
at CSS pace, fourth 50m faster than CSS pace then repeat. Aim to 
differentiate the below-, at- and above-CSS efforts by 5 seconds per 
50m. 10s rest after each 50m
Main set: 200m FS at CSS pace +15s rest.
400m FS at CSS pace +30s. Swim the last 50m above CSS and sprint 
to finish. Work on powerfully engaging the leg kick from the hips, toes 
pointed, knees straight.
600m FS below CSS pace, aerobic effort +30s.
800m FS pull at CSS + 60s. On the last 100m build your effort to maintain 
a sustained strong above-CSS pace. Aim to increase your stroke rate 
rhythm on the last 100m and try not to kick with the pull buoy.
600m FS below CSS pace, aerobic effort +30s.
400m FS at CSS pace + 30s. Do the final 50m above CSS and sprint to 
finish. Check your head position is looking straight down, not forwards 
on the final sprint effort.
200m FS at CSS pace +15s.
Optional sustained sprint set:
4 x 400m as negative split efforts, alternating FS and pull on each 
400m. Aim to ‘ramp up’ the speed on the final 200m, graduating it 
from fast to fastest effort. Take 30s rest after each.
Cool down: 400m easy, with fins optional. Include some backstroke to 
stretch out after this session.
Total:  4400m-6000m

PROGRESSION IDEAS

Maintain short recoveries on the main set as this is key to 
conditioning your “diesel” engine and developing aerobic capacity, 
strength and endurance. 
If you deduce from your 400m and 200m CSS test that you are more 
of a “petrol” engine due to the high rate of pace drop-off, complete the 
main set at CSS pace. Include a short, hard sprint effort on each of the 
efforts (200-800m) of 50m. 
If you identify you’re more of a diesel engine by way of consistent 
pacing on the CSS test and little or no drop-off on your paced efforts, 
swim the main set with below- and at-CSS efforts, increasing the 
distances of the above CSS efforts from 50-100m to 200m. Swim the 
above-CSS efforts as a gradual build in pace to sustain a strong, fast 
effort for a greater duration as with the 4x400m negative split set.
Swim the majority of your longer distance sets as negative splits. 
Finish your final rep of main sets at strongest possible pace.

CSS - Critical Swim Speed.  
Effectively training at your 
threshold pace provides you 
with significant speed  
efficiency gains
Pacing - using the pool clock, 
your own stopwatch or a  
timing device such as a Finis 
Tempo Trainer or Wetronome

BB = Bilateral Breathing
UB = Unilateral Breathing
BS = Backstroke
FS = Freestyle or front crawl
BRS = Breaststroke
FLY = Butterfly
PULL = Swimming with a pullbuoy 
or float between your legs. No 
kicking. 

GUIDANCE NOTES
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SHORT DISTANCE (FOR THOSE RACING 750m TO 1600m)

Warm up:  200-400m FS, easy
Build: 8 x 25m FS, increasing demand from below to above CSS. 
Swim the first length easier than CSS pace, second and third lengths 
at CSS pace, fourth length faster than CSS pace then repeat. Aim to 
differentiate the below, at and above CSS efforts by 3-5 seconds per 
length. 10s rest after each 25m
Main set: 100m FS at CSS pace +10s rest.
200m FS at CSS pace +15s. Swim the last 25m above CSS and sprint 
to finish. Work on powerfully engaging the leg kick from the hips, 
toes pointed, knees straight.
300m FS below CSS pace, aerobic effort +15s.
400m FS pull at CSS + 30s. On the last 50m build your effort to 
maintain a sustained strong above-CSS pace. Aim to increase your 
stroke rate rhythm on the last 50m but try not to kick with the pull buoy.
300m FS below CSS pace, aerobic effort +15s.
200m FS at CSS pace +15s. Do the final 25m above CSS and sprint 

to finish. Check your head position is looking straight down, not 
forwards, on the final sprint effort.

100m FS at CSS pace +10s.
Cool down: 200m easy, with fins optional. 

Include some backstroke to stretch out after 
this session.
Total:  2400m 

PROGRESSION IDEAS

Maintain short recoveries on the main set as this is key to  
conditioning your “diesel” engine and developing aerobic capacity, 
strength and endurance. 
If you deduce from your 400m and 200m CSS test that you are more 
of a “petrol” engine due to the high rate of pace drop-off, complete the 
main set at CSS pace. Include a short, hard sprint effort on each of the 
efforts (100-400m) of 15-25m. 
If you identify you’re more of a diesel engine, by way of consistent 
pacing on the CSS test and little or no drop-off on your paced efforts, 
swim the main set with the below and at CSS efforts, increasing the 
distances of the above CSS efforts from 25-50m to 75-100m. Swim the 
above CSS efforts as a gradual build in pace to sustain a strong, fast 
effort for a greater duration.

EXCEL

MEDIUM DISTANCE  (3km TO 5km)

Warm up:  400m FS, easy
Build:  8 x 50m FS, increasing demand from below to above CSS. 
Swim the first 50m easier than CSS pace, second and third 50m 
at CSS pace, fourth 50m faster than CSS pace then repeat. Aim to 
differentiate the below-, at- and above-CSS efforts by 5 seconds per 
50m. 10s rest after each 50m
Main set: 200m FS at CSS pace +15s rest.
400m FS at CSS pace +30s. Swim the last 50m above CSS and sprint 
to finish. Work on powerfully engaging the leg kick from the hips, toes 
pointed, knees straight.
600m FS below CSS pace, aerobic effort +30s.
800m FS pull at CSS + 60s. On the last 100m build your effort to maintain 
a sustained strong above-CSS pace. Aim to increase your stroke rate 
rhythm on the last 100m and try not to kick with the pull buoy.
600m FS below CSS pace, aerobic effort +30s.
400m FS at CSS pace + 30s. Do the final 50m above CSS and sprint to 
finish. Check your head position is looking straight down, not forwards 
on the final sprint effort.
200m FS at CSS pace +15s.
Optional sustained sprint set:
4 x 400m as negative split efforts, alternating FS and pull on each 
400m. Aim to ‘ramp up’ the speed on the final 200m, graduating it 
from fast to fastest effort. Take 30s rest after each.
Cool down: 400m easy, with fins optional. Include some backstroke to 
stretch out after this session.
Total:  4400m-6000m

PROGRESSION IDEAS

Maintain short recoveries on the main set as this is key to 
conditioning your “diesel” engine and developing aerobic capacity, 
strength and endurance. 
If you deduce from your 400m and 200m CSS test that you are more 
of a “petrol” engine due to the high rate of pace drop-off, complete the 
main set at CSS pace. Include a short, hard sprint effort on each of the 
efforts (200-800m) of 50m. 
If you identify you’re more of a diesel engine by way of consistent 
pacing on the CSS test and little or no drop-off on your paced efforts, 
swim the main set with below- and at-CSS efforts, increasing the 
distances of the above CSS efforts from 50-100m to 200m. Swim the 
above-CSS efforts as a gradual build in pace to sustain a strong, fast 
effort for a greater duration as with the 4x400m negative split set.
Swim the majority of your longer distance sets as negative splits. 
Finish your final rep of main sets at strongest possible pace.

CSS - Critical Swim Speed.  
Effectively training at your 
threshold pace provides you 
with significant speed  
efficiency gains
Pacing - using the pool clock, 
your own stopwatch or a  
timing device such as a Finis 
Tempo Trainer or Wetronome

BB = Bilateral Breathing
UB = Unilateral Breathing
BS = Backstroke
FS = Freestyle or front crawl
BRS = Breaststroke
FLY = Butterfly
PULL = Swimming with a pullbuoy 
or float between your legs. No 
kicking. 
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200m FS at CSS pace +15s. Swim the last 25m above CSS and sprint 
to finish. Work on powerfully engaging the leg kick from the hips, 
toes pointed, knees straight.
300m FS below CSS pace, aerobic effort +15s.
400m FS pull at CSS + 30s. On the last 50m build your effort to 
maintain a sustained strong above-CSS pace. Aim to increase your 
stroke rate rhythm on the last 50m but try not to kick with the pull buoy.
300m FS below CSS pace, aerobic effort +15s.
200m FS at CSS pace +15s. Do the final 25m above CSS and sprint 

to finish. Check your head position is looking straight down, not 
forwards, on the final sprint effort.

100m FS at CSS pace +10s.
Cool down: 200m easy, with fins optional. 

Include some backstroke to stretch out after 
this session.
Total:  2400m 

PROGRESSION IDEAS

Maintain short recoveries on the main set as this is key to 
conditioning your “diesel” engine and developing aerobic capacity, 
strength and endurance. 
If you deduce from your 400m and 200m CSS test that you are more 
of a “petrol” engine due to the high rate of pace drop-off, complete the 
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LONG DISTANCE (10km+)

Warm up: 
300m FS, easy effort, +30s.
400m FS, negative split. Start easy, finish at CSS pace, +45s
300m FS as 100m easy effort, 100m at CSS pace and into 
100m building to faster effort. Sprint the final 25-50m, +60s.
Build: 
8 to 12 x 100m FS, increasing demand from below to above 
CSS. Swim the first 100m easier than CSS pace, second and 
third 100m at CSS pace, fourth 100m faster than CSS pace 
then repeat. Aim to differentiate the below-, at- and above-
CSS efforts by 5 seconds per 10m. 15s rest after each 100m.
Main set:
200m FS at CSS pace +15s
400m FS at CSS pace +30s. Swim the last 50m above CSS and 
sprint to finish. Work on powerfully engaging the leg kick from 
the hips, toes pointed, knees straight.
600m FS below CSS pace, aerobic effort +30s.
800m FS pull at CSS +60s. On the last 100m build your effort 
to maintain a sustained strong above-CSS pace. Aim to 
increase your stroke rate rhythm on the last 100m and try not 
to kick with the pull buoy.
1000m FS, negative split +60s. Swim first 500m below CSS 
pace, slightly increase effort every 100m in increments over 
the final 500m to finish above CSS pace.
800m FS pull at CSS +60s. On the final 100m build your effort 
to maintain a sustained strong above-CSS pace. Aim to 
increase your stroke rate rhythm on the last 100m.
600m FS below CSS pace, aerobic effort +30s.
400m FS at CSS pace + 30s. Do the final 50m above CSS and 
sprint to finish. Check your head position is looking straight 
down, not forwards on the final sprint effort.
200m FS at CSS pace +15s.
Optional sustained sprint set:
6 to 8 x 400m as negative split efforts, alternating FS and 
pull on each 400m. Sprint the final length on each 400m, 
increasing stroke rate and reducing drag with efficient leg 
kicking technique.
Cool down: 
200-400m easy, with fins optional. Include some backstroke 
to stretch out after this session.
Total:  7,600m – 10,800m

PROGRESSION IDEAS

Swim the majority of your longer distance sets as 
increasing demand, including open water sessions. 
Aim to gradually increase your pace as you swim 
longer reps or between buoys.
Finish your final rep of main sets at strongest  
sustainable pace.
Adapt the pyramid main set to longer reps, as 
400, 600, 800, 1000, 800, 600, 400m on similar 
recoveries. Apply the same conditioning principles to 
work at aerobic pace (below CSS) and finish strongly, 
or work at CSS pace and gradually ramp up the pace 
over the final 200-400m of longer reps.

SWIM SMOOTH SQUAD TRAINING 
AND VIDEO ANALYSIS SESSIONS
Triathlon Europe provides weekly Swim Smooth squad training in South West 
London. The squad enjoy training all year round in fabulous indoor and outdoor 
33m pools. Fiona offers 1-2-1 video analysis sessions and stroke correction  
sessions on weekday mornings and weekend Swim Smooth workshops.
Find out more: www.fionafordcoaching.com
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BOURNEMOUTH
PIER TO PIER SWIM
SUNDAY 13 JULY 2014

Take to the sea in 
this 1.4 mile open 
water challenge

FIGHT
FOR EVERY
HEARTBEAT
bhf.org.uk

Sign up today bhf.org.uk/p2p

OVER HALF OF PLACES ALREADY GONE

O P E N WAT E R  E V E N T S  I N  S PA I N  2 0 1 4

W W W . S W I M T H E C O S T A B R A V A . C O M

SWIM SERIES
C O S T A  B R A V A

PALAMÓS SWIM RACE - 25 MAY  [4K + 1.5K]

CALA MONTGÓ SWIM FESTIVAL - 19 - 20 - 21 SEPT
[12K + 6K + 3K + 1.5K + RELAYS + KIDS]

WINTER TROPHY- 30 NOVEMBER  [3K + 1.5K]




